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Aerie 2016-10-04 the stunning sequel to maria dahvana headley s bestselling critically acclaimed magonia tells the story of one girl
who must make an impossible choice between two families two homes and two versions of herself aza ray is back on earth her boyfriend
jason is overjoyed her family is healed she s living a normal life or as normal as it can be if you ve spent the past year dying waking up on
a sky ship and discovering that your song can change the world as in not normal part of aza still yearns for the clouds no matter how
much she loves the people on the ground when jason s paranoia over aza s safety causes him to make a terrible mistake aza finds herself a
fugitive in magonia tasked with opposing her radical bloodthirsty recently escaped mother zal quel and her singing partner dai she must
travel to the edge of the world in search of a legendary weapon the flock in a journey through fire and identity that will transform her
forever told in maria headley s trademark john green meets neil gaiman style aerie is sure to satisfy the many readers who can t wait to
return to the spellbinding world of magonia
The Mere Wife 2018-07-17 new york times bestselling author maria dahvana headley presents a modern retelling of the literary classic
beowulf set in american suburbia as two mothers a housewife and a battle hardened veteran fight to protect those they love in the mere
wife from the perspective of those who live in herot hall the suburb is a paradise picket fences divide buildings high and gabled and the
community is entirely self sustaining each house has its own fireplace each fireplace is fitted with a container of lighter fluid and
outside in lawns and on playgrounds wildflowers seed themselves in neat rows but for those who live surreptitiously along herot hall
s periphery the subdivision is a fortress guarded by an intense network of gates surveillance cameras and motion activated lights for
willa the wife of roger herot heir of herot hall life moves at a charmingly slow pace she flits between mommy groups playdates
cocktail hour and dinner parties always with her son dylan in tow meanwhile in a cave in the mountains just beyond the limits of herot
hall lives gren short for grendel as well as his mother dana a former soldier who gave birth as if by chance dana didn t want gren didn t
plan gren and doesn t know how she got gren but when she returned from war there he was when gren unaware of the borders erected to
keep him at bay ventures into herot hall and runs off with dylan dana s and willa s worlds collide
Beowulf 2022 a young woman for one year dates every man who asks her out
The Year of Yes 2006-01-11 headley a wise cracking new york city girl is jaded and cynical about men in new york she vows to say yes
to any and every person who asks her out a taxi driver a homeless man she ll say yes for an entire year by the year s end she ends up with
an older man with two children who she formerly would have excluded as a possibility
The Year of Yes 2006-01 what if cleopatra didn t die in 30 bc alongside her beloved mark antony what if she couldn t die what if she
became immortal queen of kings is the first instalment in an epic epoch spanning story of one woman s clash with the roman empire and the
gods of egypt in a quest to save everything she holds dear as octavian caesar later augustus and his legions march into alexandria
cleopatra queen of egypt summons sekhmet the goddess of death and destruction in a desperate attempt to resurrect her husband who
has died by his own hand and save her kingdom but this deity demands something in return cleopatra s soul against her will egypt s queen
becomes a blood craving shape shifting immortal a not quite human manifestation of a goddess who seeks to destroy the world battling
to preserve something of her humanity cleopatra pursues octavian back to rome she desires revenge she yearns for her children and she
craves blood it is a dangerous journey she must make she will confront witches mythic monsters the gods of ancient greece and rome and
her own warring nature she will kill but she will also find mercy she will raise an extraordinary army to fight her enemies and she will
see her beloved antony again but to save him from the endless torment of hades she must make a devastating sacrifice brutally authentic
historical fiction meets the darkest of fantasy in maria dahvana headley s extraordinary debut novel about the most famous woman in
history cleopatra queen of kings
Queen of Kings 2011-07-21 maria dahvana headley is a firecracker she s whip smart with a heart and she writes like a dream neil gaiman
bestselling author of the graveyard book and coraline aza ray boyle is drowning in thin air since she was a baby aza has suffered from a
mysterious lung disease that makes it ever harder for her to breathe to speak to live so when aza catches a glimpse of a ship in the sky
her family chalks it up to a cruel side effect of her medication but aza doesn t think this is a hallucination she can hear someone on the
ship calling her name only her best friend jason listens jason who s always been there jason for whom she might have more than friendly
feelings but before aza can consider that thrilling idea something goes terribly wrong aza is lost to our world and found by another
magonia above the clouds in a land of trading ships aza is not the weak and dying thing she was in magonia she can breathe for the first
time better she has immense power but as she navigates her new life she discovers that war between magonia and earth is coming in aza s
hands lies fate of the whole of humanity including the boy who loves her where do her loyalties lie neil gaiman s stardust meets john
green s the fault in our stars in this new york times bestselling story about a girl caught between two worlds two races and two
destinies don t miss aerie the stunning highly anticipated sequel
Magonia 2015-04-28 the griffin the sunbird manticores unicorns all manner of glorious creatures never captured in zoos museums or
photographs are packed vividly into this collection of stories neil gaiman has included some of his own childhood favourites alongside
stories classic and modern to spark the imagination of readers young and old all contributors have given their work free to benefit dave
eggers literacy charity 826dc also includes a new neil gaiman story
Unnatural Creatures 2013-06-13 london 1588 spain s armada is forming and queen elizabeth i and her advisors francis walsingham
john dee and edward kelley must prepare both for a mortal war and one waged against magical interlopers all over the realm
christopher marlowe poet and spy is assigned the task of uncovering any magical threats in london and happens upon a cult in thrall to
a godling madness the slaughterer child of sekhmet egyptian goddess of chaos plots to steal elizabeth s queensoul in order to resurrect
the powers of its mother and drawn into the city is cleopatra still immortal and dedicated to keeping sekhmet at bay and without
worshippers so that she herself might one day die and join her lost love antony she has fallen into a calmer life and a relationship with
william shakespeare but marlowe will tempt her to return to her old ways together cleopatra shakespeare and marlowe will battle
the rising power of madness and ultimately spain s attack and sekhmet s return marlowe s soul will be risked as ambition and magic take
over his pen and cleopatra will be forced to choose between her heart and her duty sex and alchemy fireships and monsters and england s
greatest playwrights entwined in a love triangle with an immortal queen cleopatra will become shakespeare s dark lady and england s
saviour
The Dark Lady 2013 from the new york times bestselling author of the mere wife comes maria dahvana headley s tor com original short
story the girlfriend s guide to gods gods won t save you gods will break you nevertheless you will persist and become anew this is the
first myth that your boyfriend from when you were fifteen will come and get you out of hell he might come but he won t get you at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
The Girlfriend's Guide to Gods 2020-02-19 named one of the best poetry books of 2021 by the guardian longlisted for the 2021
national translation award in poetry picked for kirkus reviews best fiction in translation of 2020 named a book of the year by npr vox
and the new statesman picked for loyalty books holiday list a new feminist translation of beowulf by the author of the much buzzed
about novel the mere wife brash and belligerent lunatic and invigorating with passages of sublime poetry punctuated by obscenities and
social media shorthand ruth franklin the new yorker the author of the crazy cool beowulf inspired novel the mere wife tackles the old
english epic poem with a fierce new feminist translation that radically recontextualizes the tale barbara vandenburgh usa today nearly
twenty years after seamus heaney s translation of beowulf and fifty years after the translation that continues to torment high
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school students around the world there is a radical new verse translation of the epic poem by maria dahvana headley which brings to
light elements that have never before been translated into english recontextualizing the binary narrative of monsters and heroes into a
tale in which the two categories often entwine justice is rarely served and dragons live among us a man seeks to prove himself as a hero
a monster seeks silence in his territory a warrior seeks to avenge her murdered son a dragon ends it all the familiar elements of the epic
poem are seen with a novelist s eye toward gender genre and history beowulf has always been a tale of entitlement and encroachment
powerful men seeking to become more powerful and one woman seeking justice for her child but this version brings new context to an old
story while crafting her contemporary adaptation of beowulf headley unearthed significant shifts lost over centuries of translation
Beowulf: A New Translation 2020-08-25 why is there no native woman david sedaris or native anne lamott humor categories in
publishing are packed with books by funny women and humorous sociocultural political commentary but no native women there are
presumably more important concerns in indian country more important than humor among the din� navajo a ceremony is held in honor of a
baby s first laugh while the context is different it nonetheless reminds us that laughter is precious even sacred bury my heart at chuck e
cheese s is a powerful and compelling collection of tiffany midge s musings on life politics and identity as a native woman in america
artfully blending sly humor social commentary and meditations on love and loss midge weaves short stand alone musings into a memoir
that stares down colonialism while chastising hipsters for abusing pumpkin spice she explains why she does not like pussy hats
mercilessly dismantles pretendians and confesses her own struggles with white bread privilege midge goes on to ponder standing rock
feminism and a tweeting president all while exploring her own complex identity and the loss of her mother employing humor as an act of
resistance these slices of life and matchless takes on urban indigenous identity disrupt the colonial narrative and provide commentary on
popular culture media feminism and the complications of identity race and politics
Bury My Heart at Chuck E. Cheese's 2019-10-01 it begins with a letter from a prisoner as he attempts to rebuild his life in rural oregon
after a tragic accident malcolm mays finds himself corresponding with dusha chuchonnyhoof a mysterious entity who claims to be the
owner of malcolm s house jailed unjustly for 117 years the prisoner demands that malcolm perform a gory bewildering task for him as
the clock ticks toward dusha s release malcolm must attempt to find out whether he s assisting a murderer or an innocent the end of the
sentence combines kalapuya welsh scottish and norse mythology with a dark imagined history of the hidden corners of the american west
maria dahvana headley and kat howard have forged a fairytale of ghosts and guilt literary horror blended with the visuals of jean
cocteau failed executions shapeshifting goblins and magical blacksmithery in chuchonnyhoof they ve created a new kind of beast longing
centuries later for beauty
The End of the Sentence 2014 set in 1970s japan this tender and poetic novel about a young single mother struggling to find her place in
the world is an early triumph by a modern japanese master alone at dawn in the heat of midsummer a young woman named takiko odaka
departs on foot for the hospital to give birth to a baby boy her pregnancy the result of a brief affair with a married man is a source of
sorrow and shame to her abusive parents for takiko however it is a cause for reverie her baby she imagines will be hers and hers alone a
challenge that she also hopes will free her takiko s first year as a mother is filled with the intense bodily pleasures and pains that come
from caring for a newborn at first she seeks refuge in the company of other women in the hospital in her son s nursery but as the baby
grows her life becomes less circumscribed as she explores tokyo then ventures beyond the city into the countryside toward a mountain
that captures her imagination and desire for a wilder freedom
Woman Running in the Mountains 2022-02-22 a glittering landscape of twenty five speculative stories that challenge oppression and
envision new futures for america from n k jemisin charles yu jamie ford g willow wilson charlie jane anders hugh howey and more named one
of the best books of the year by publishers weekly in these tumultuous times in our deeply divided country many people are angry
frightened and hurting knowing that imagining a brighter tomorrow has always been an act of resistance editors victor lavalle and john
joseph adams invited an extraordinarily talented group of writers to share stories that explore new forms of freedom love and justice
they asked for narratives that would challenge oppressive american myths release us from the chokehold of our history and give us new
futures to believe in they also asked that the stories be badass the result is this spectacular collection of twenty five tales that
blend the dark and the light the dystopian and the utopian these tales are vivid with struggle and hardship whether it s the othered and
the terrorized or dragonriders and covert commandos but these characters don t flee they fight thrilling inspiring and a sheer joy to
read a people s future of the united states is a gift for anyone who believes in our power to dream a just world featuring stories by
violet allen charlie jane anders lesley nneka arimah ashok k banker tobias s buckell tananarive due omar el akkad jamie ford maria
dahvana headley hugh howey lizz huerta justina ireland n k jemisin alice sola kim seanan mcguire sam j miller daniel jos� older malka older
gabby rivera a merc rustad kai cheng thom catherynne m valente daniel h wilson g willow wilson charles yu
A People's Future of the United States 2019-02-05 a u s release of an award winning book from australia follows the relationship
between a leukemia survivor and the not so stoic cancer patient new friend whom he cannot forget after they are released from the
hospital 20 000 first printing
Zac & Mia 2014 1 new york times bestseller maria dahvana headley s soaring sky fantasy magonia is now in paperback since she was a
baby aza ray boyle has suffered from a mysterious lung disease that makes it ever harder for her to breathe to speak to live so when aza
catches a glimpse of a ship in the sky her family chalks it up to a cruel side effect of her medication but aza doesn t think this is a
hallucination she can hear someone on the ship calling her name only her best friend jason listens jason who s always been there jason for
whom she might have more than friendly feelings but before aza can consider that thrilling idea something goes terribly wrong aza is lost
to our world and found by another magonia above the clouds in a land of trading ships aza is not the weak and dying thing she was in
magonia she can breathe for the first time better she has immense power but as she navigates her new life she discovers that war between
magonia and earth is coming in aza s hands lies the fate of the whole of humanity including the boy who loves her where do her loyalties
lie
Magonia 2016-06-07 what would you do if a tornado wanted you to be its valentine or if a haunted spacesuit banged on your door
when is the ideal time to turn into a tiger would you post a supernatural portal on craigslist in these nineteen stories the enfants
terribles of fantasy have arrived the new voices of fantasy captures some of the fastest rising talents of the last five years including
sofia samatar maria dahvana headley max gladstone alyssa wong usman t malik brooke bolander e lily yu ben loory ursula vernon and
more their tales were hand picked by the legendary peter s beagle the last unicorn and genre expert jacob weisman the treasury of the
fantastic so go ahead and join the communist revolution of the honeybees the new kids got your back
The New Voices of Fantasy 2017-08-08 the fascinating untold story of digital cash and its creators from experiments in the 1970s
to the mania over bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies bitcoin may appear to be a revolutionary form of digital cash without precedent
or prehistory in fact it is only the best known recent experiment in a long line of similar efforts going back to the 1970s but the story
behind cryptocurrencies like bitcoin and its blockchain technology has largely been untold until now in digital cash finn brunton reveals
how technological utopians and political radicals created experimental money to bring about their visions of the future to protect
privacy bring down governments prepare for apocalypse or launch a civilization of innovation and abundance that would make its
creators immortal filled with marvelous characters stories and ideas digital cash is an engaging and accessible account of the strange
origins and remarkable technologies behind today s cryptocurrency explosion
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Digital Cash 2020-10-13 six years ago schoolgirls evelyn and philippa hapwell were swept from a war time bunker to a fantasy
kingdom now almost grown up they ve returned to the real world but grieving evie will do almost anything to go back to the magical
woodlands that holds her heart
The Light Between Worlds 2018-11 headley a wise cracking new york city girl with as much wit as any character on sex and the city
is jaded and cynical about men in new york she vows to say yes to any and every person who asks her out a taxi driver a homeless man
you name it she ll say yes for an entire year by the year s end she meets the man she eventually marries
Beowulf 2021-01-05 from the highly acclaimed author of corregidora and the healing a rare and unforgettable journey set along the
us mexico border about identity immigration and the new underground railroad jones s great achievement is to reckon with both history
and interiority and to collapse the boundary between them anna wiener the new yorker first discovered and edited by toni morrison gayl
jones has been described as one of the great literary writers of the 20th century in mosquito she examines the us mexico border crisis
through the eyes of sojourner nadine jane johnson an african american truck driver known as mosquito her journey beings after
discovering a stowaway who nearly gives birth in the back of her truck sparking her accidental and yet growing involvement in the new
underground railroad a sanctuary movement for mexican immigrants as mosquito s understanding of the immigrants s need to forge new
lives and identities deepens so too does mosquito s romance with ray a gentle revolutionary philosopher and perhaps a priest along the
road mosquito introduces us to delgadina a chicana bartender who fries cactus writes haunting stories and studies to become a
detective monkey bread a childhood pal who is improbably assistant to a blonde star in hollywood maria the stowaway who names her
baby journal a misspelled tribute to her unwitting benefactor sojourner and many more
The Year of Yes: The Story of a Girl, a Few Hundred Dates, and Fate 2009-09-17 sunday times book of the year 2021 outrageous
satire extremely funny weirdly touching guardian a work of genius scotsman close to the knuckle farce with a big beating heart daily
mail this is the story of an unusual family though they are nothing like yours you will recognize them they are the last cannibal
americans and they have a problem when their mother dies twelve children gather to dispose of the body in the traditional manner by
eating it but can they follow the ancient rituals of consumption is their unique cultural heritage worth preserving if it s this gross
and what about dietary requirements one of them is vegan surely it can t be this hard to do the right thing mother for dinner is a dark
comedy about modern life and its many difficulties
Mosquito 2022-03-08 ten authors have created a series of narratives each inspired by one of mckean s paintings
Mother for Dinner 2020-10-01 feminism as the bulwark against fascism in this exciting innovative work polish feminist philosopher ewa
majewska proposes a specifically feminist politics of antifascism mixing theoretical discussion with engaging reflections on personal
experiences majewska proposes what she calls counterpublics of the common and weak resistance offering an alternative to heroic forms
of subjectivity produced by neoliberal capitalism and contemporary fascism
The Weight of Words 2017 a visionary work that combines speculative fiction with deep philosophical inquiry the sparrow tells the
story of a charismatic jesuit priest and linguist emilio sandoz who leads a scientific mission entrusted with a profound task to make
first contact with intelligent extraterrestrial life the mission begins in faith hope and beauty but a series of small misunderstandings
brings it to a catastrophic end praise for the sparrow a startling engrossing and moral work of fiction the new york times book review
important novels leave deep cracks in our beliefs our prejudices and our blinders the sparrow is one of them entertainment weekly
powerful the sparrow tackles a difficult subject with grace and intelligence san francisco chronicle provocative challenging recalls
both arthur c clarke and h g wells with a dash of ray bradbury for good measure the dallas morning news mary doria russell shows
herself to be a skillful storyteller who subtly and expertly builds suspense usa today
The Djinn Falls in Love and Other Stories 2017-03-09 winner of the 2021 highland book prize jen hadfield s new collection is an
astonished beholding of the wild landscape of her shetland home a tale of hard won speech and the balm of the silence it rides upon the
stone age builds steadily to a powerful and visionary panpsychism in hadfield s telling everything gate and wall flower and rain shore
and sea the standing stones whose presences charge the land has a living consciousness one which can be engaged with as a personal
encounter the stone age is a timely reminder that our neurodiversity is a gift we do not all see the world the world in the same way and
hadfield s lyric line and unashamedly high stakes wordplay provide nothing less than a portal into a different kind of being the stone age
is the work of a singular artist at the height of her powers one which dramatically extends and enriches the range of our shared
experience
Feminist Antifascism 2021-07-06 a revolution is happening in speculative fiction and annalee newitz is leading the vanguard wil
wheaton from annalee newitz founding editor of io9 comes a story of time travel murder and the lengths we ll go to protect the ones
we love 1992 after a confrontation at a riot grrl concert seventeen year old beth finds herself in a car with her friend s abusive
boyfriend dead in the backseat agreeing to help her friends hide the body this murder sets beth and her friends on a path of escalating
violence and vengeance as they realize many other young women in the world need protecting too 2022 determined to use time travel to
create a safer future tess has dedicated her life to visiting key moments in history and fighting for change but rewriting the timeline isn t
as simple as editing one person or event and just when tess believes she s found a way to make an edit that actually sticks she
encounters a group of dangerous travelers bent on stopping her at any cost tess and beth s lives intertwine as war breaks out across
the timeline a war that threatens to destroy time travel and leave only a small group of elites with the power to shape the past
present and future against the vast and intricate forces of history and humanity is it possible for a single person s actions to echo
throughout the timeline praise for the future of another timeline an intelligent gut wrenching glimpse of how tiny actions both
courageous and venal can have large consequences smart and profound on every level publishers weekly starred review you close the
book reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the future amy acker actress angel and person of interest at
the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
The Sparrow 2008-05-27 from the award wining fantasy author of the dead rivers trilogy comes naomi kritzer s enchanting tor com
original short story little free library upon setting up her own little free library that she built from a kit meagan develops an
unexpected friendship with a mysterious book borrower at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied
The Stone Age 2021-03-18 ten teens are left alone in the wilderness during a three day survival test in this multi authored novel led
by award winning author shaun david hutchinson at zeppelin bend an outdoor education program designed to teach troubled youth the
value of hard work cooperation and compassion ten teens are left alone in the wild the teens are a diverse group who come from all
walks of life and were all sent to zeppelin bend as a last chance to get them to turn their lives around they ve just spent nearly two
weeks hiking working learning to survive in the wilderness and now their instructors have dropped them off eighteen miles from camp with
no food no water and only their packs and they ll have to struggle to overcome their vast differences if they hope to survive inspired
by the canterbury tales the characters in feral youth each complex and damaged in their own ways are enticed to tell a story or two
with the promise of a cash prize the stories range from noir inspired revenge tales to mythological stories of fierce heroines and angry
gods and while few of the stories are claimed to be based in truth they ultimately reveal more about the teller than the truth ever
could
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The Future of Another Timeline 2019-09-24 comic timing holly pester s extraordinary debut collection of poems chronicles the
experience of living and working as a radical and resistant act these poems shunt a reader between the political and personal via unique
fragmentary and illusory turns of phrase holly tackles marginal bodies landlords bog butter desire domestic and civic spaces in an
unique and illusory voice she chronicles the prevailing mood of our times mining radical and anarchic histories to offer a collection of
political resistance with both absurdity and seriousness these poems interrogate and poke fun at the expectations of people in a
commodified culture with a wry humour combining a beautifully performed naivety with a profound intellect this collection is a hugely
original approach to a number of pressing issues worker s rights feminisms reproductive rights and marginalised bodies and their positions
are all thought through in this startling and innovative voice
Little Free Library 2020-04-08 a remarkable writer neil gaiman bestselling author of american gods an alex award winner there is a
dark secret that is hiding at the heart of new york city and diminishing the city s magicians power in this fantasy thriller by acclaimed
author kat howard in new york city magic controls everything but the power of magic is fading no one knows what is happening except
for sydney a new rare magician with incredible power that has been unmatched in decades and she may be the only person who is able to
stop the darkness that is weakening the magic but sydney doesn t want to help the system she wants to destroy it sydney comes from
the house of shadows which controls the magic with the help of sacrifices from magicians
Feral Youth 2017-09-05 the anglo saxon epic beowulf tells the story of the hero s slaying of three fabulous monsters set against
the historical background of sixth century scandinavian wars and dynasties its alliterative and metrical rules are complex and many
previous translators have attempted to replicate them here blank verse has been used as being more suitable for the less inflected and
freer syntax of modern english and therefore offering a more familiar and neutral form less likely to distract from the interest and
subtleties of the poem staying close to the original throughout richard hamer s translation is ideal for contemporary readers to fully
enjoy this early masterpiece
Comic Timing 2021-02-04 a 1990s near famous rock music performer recounts how she made a final effort to achieve stardom after
years of trying found herself embroiled in a maelstrom of million dollar labels and billboard listings and decided to give it all up
An Unkindness of Magicians 2018-06-05 this stonewall book award winning novel traces the life and unrealized dreams of a
homosexual african american poet beautifully written in reverse chronological order the story offers moving meditations on loneliness
and sexual repression
Beowulf 2020-04-14 some gods of el paso by maria dahvana headley is a short fantasy story of a couple on the run from the law for
stealing and illegally trading in strong emotions in 1920s us at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied
Everything I'm Cracked Up to be 2006 the resistance starts now a group of rebels have united to save a world ravaged by war
violence and greed joan is their leader jean de men is their foe the future of humanity is being rewritten lidia yuknavitch s mesmerising novel
sees joan of arc s story reborn for the near future it is a genre defying masterpiece that may very well rewire your brain 100 notable
books of 2017 new york times 25 most anticipated books by women for 2017 elle 32 most exciting books coming out in 2017 buzzfeed
15 best books of 2017 esquire 33 new books to read in 2017 huffington post new york times book review editor s choice
Dark Reflections 2016-10-20 held captive by her employers and by her own demons on a mysterious farm a widow struggles to reunite
with her young son in this uniquely american story of freedom perseverance and survival darlene once an exemplary wife and a loving
mother to her young son eddie finds herself devastated by the unforeseen death of her husband unable to cope with her grief she turns to
drugs and quickly forms an addiction one day she disappears without a trace unbeknownst to eleven year old eddie now left behind in a
panic stricken search for her darlene has been lured away with false promises of a good job and a rosy life a shady company named
delicious foods shuttles her to a remote farm where she is held captive performing hard labor in the fields to pay off the supposed debt
for her food lodging and the constant stream of drugs the farm provides to her and the other unfortunates imprisoned there in delicious
foods james hannaham tells the gripping story of three unforgettable characters a mother her son and the drug that threatens to
destroy them through darlene s haunted struggle to reunite with eddie through the efforts of both to triumph over those who would
enslave them and through the irreverent and mischievous voice of the drug that narrates darlene s travails hannaham s daring and shape
shifting prose infuses this harrowing experience with grace and humor the desperate circumstances that test the unshakeable bond
between this mother and son unfold into myth and hannaham s treatment of their ordeal spills over with compassion along the way we
experience a tale at once contemporary and historical that wrestles with timeless questions of love and freedom forgiveness and
redemption tenacity and the will to survive
Some Gods of El Paso 2015-10-28
The Book of Joan 2018-01-18
Delicious Foods 2015-03-17
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